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Today: First advanced processor lecture

Branch prediction:  Can we escape  
control hazards in long CPU pipelines?

Super-pipelining:  Beyond 5 stages.

Short Break.
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From Appendix C: Filling the branch delay slot 

Copyright © 2011, Elsevier Inc. All rights Reserved. 9

Figure C.14 Scheduling the branch delay slot. The top box in each pair shows the code before scheduling; the bottom box shows 
the scheduled code. In (a), the delay slot is scheduled with an independent instruction from before the branch. This is the best 
choice. Strategies (b) and (c) are used when (a) is not possible. In the code sequences for (b) and (c), the use of R1 in the branch 
condition prevents the DADD instruction (whose destination is R1) from being moved after the branch. In (b), the branch delay slot 
is scheduled from the target of the branch; usually the target instruction will need to be copied because it can be reached by another 
path. Strategy (b) is preferred when the branch is taken with high probability, such as a loop branch. Finally, the branch may be 
scheduled from the not-taken fall-through as in (c). To make this optimization legal for (b) or (c), it must be OK to execute the 
moved instruction when the branch goes in the unexpected direction. By OK we mean that the work is wasted, but the program will 
still execute correctly. This is the case, for example, in (c) if R7 were an unused temporary register when the branch goes in the 
unexpected direction.
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Superpipelining
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5 Stage Pipeline:  A point of departure

CS 152 L10 Pipeline Intro (9) Fall 2004 © UC Regents

Graphically Representing MIPS Pipeline

Can help with answering questions like:
how many cycles does it take to execute this code?
what is the ALU doing during cycle 4?
is there a hazard, why does it occur, and how can it be fixed?

A
LUIM Reg DM Reg

Seconds
Program

 Instructions
Program

= Seconds
Cycle Instruction

Cycles

At best, the 5-stage pipeline 
executes one instruction per 

clock, with a clock period 
determined by the slowest stage

Filling all delay slots(branch,load)
Perfect 

caching

Processor has no “multi-cycle” instructions 
(ex: multiply with an accumulate register)
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Superpipelining:  Add more stages Today!

Seconds

Program

 Instructions

Program
= Seconds

Cycle Instruction

Cycles

Goal: Reduce critical path by
adding more pipeline stages.

Difficulties: Added penalties for 
load delays and branch misses.

Ultimate Limiter: As logic delay 
goes to 0, FF clk-to-Q and setup. 

1600 IEEE JOURNAL OF SOLID-STATE CIRCUITS, VOL. 36, NO. 11, NOVEMBER 2001

Fig. 1. Process SEM cross section.

The process was raised from [1] to limit standby power.

Circuit design and architectural pipelining ensure low voltage

performance and functionality. To further limit standby current

in handheld ASSPs, a longer poly target takes advantage of the

versus dependence and source-to-body bias is used

to electrically limit transistor in standby mode. All core

nMOS and pMOS transistors utilize separate source and bulk

connections to support this. The process includes cobalt disili-

cide gates and diffusions. Low source and drain capacitance, as

well as 3-nm gate-oxide thickness, allow high performance and

low-voltage operation.

III. ARCHITECTURE

The microprocessor contains 32-kB instruction and data

caches as well as an eight-entry coalescing writeback buffer.

The instruction and data cache fill buffers have two and four

entries, respectively. The data cache supports hit-under-miss

operation and lines may be locked to allow SRAM-like oper-

ation. Thirty-two-entry fully associative translation lookaside

buffers (TLBs) that support multiple page sizes are provided

for both caches. TLB entries may also be locked. A 128-entry

branch target buffer improves branch performance a pipeline

deeper than earlier high-performance ARM designs [2], [3].

A. Pipeline Organization

To obtain high performance, the microprocessor core utilizes

a simple scalar pipeline and a high-frequency clock. In addition

to avoiding the potential power waste of a superscalar approach,

functional design and validation complexity is decreased at the

expense of circuit design effort. To avoid circuit design issues,

the pipeline partitioning balances the workload and ensures that

no one pipeline stage is tight. The main integer pipeline is seven

stages, memory operations follow an eight-stage pipeline, and

when operating in thumb mode an extra pipe stage is inserted

after the last fetch stage to convert thumb instructions into ARM

instructions. Since thumb mode instructions [11] are 16 b, two

instructions are fetched in parallel while executing thumb in-

structions. A simplified diagram of the processor pipeline is

Fig. 2. Microprocessor pipeline organization.

shown in Fig. 2, where the state boundaries are indicated by

gray. Features that allow the microarchitecture to achieve high

speed are as follows.

The shifter and ALU reside in separate stages. The ARM in-

struction set allows a shift followed by an ALU operation in a

single instruction. Previous implementations limited frequency

by having the shift and ALU in a single stage. Splitting this op-

eration reduces the critical ALU bypass path by approximately

1/3. The extra pipeline hazard introduced when an instruction is

immediately followed by one requiring that the result be shifted

is infrequent.

Decoupled Instruction Fetch.A two-instruction deep queue is

implemented between the second fetch and instruction decode

pipe stages. This allows stalls generated later in the pipe to be

deferred by one or more cycles in the earlier pipe stages, thereby

allowing instruction fetches to proceed when the pipe is stalled,

and also relieves stall speed paths in the instruction fetch and

branch prediction units.

Deferred register dependency stalls. While register depen-

dencies are checked in the RF stage, stalls due to these hazards

are deferred until the X1 stage. All the necessary operands are

then captured from result-forwarding busses as the results are

returned to the register file.

One of the major goals of the design was to minimize the en-

ergy consumed to complete a given task. Conventional wisdom

has been that shorter pipelines are more efficient due to re-

Example: 8-stage ARM XScale:
extra IF, ID, data cache stages.

Also, power!
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5  Stage
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The process was raised from [1] to limit standby power.

Circuit design and architectural pipelining ensure low voltage

performance and functionality. To further limit standby current

in handheld ASSPs, a longer poly target takes advantage of the

versus dependence and source-to-body bias is used

to electrically limit transistor in standby mode. All core

nMOS and pMOS transistors utilize separate source and bulk

connections to support this. The process includes cobalt disili-

cide gates and diffusions. Low source and drain capacitance, as

well as 3-nm gate-oxide thickness, allow high performance and

low-voltage operation.

III. ARCHITECTURE

The microprocessor contains 32-kB instruction and data

caches as well as an eight-entry coalescing writeback buffer.

The instruction and data cache fill buffers have two and four

entries, respectively. The data cache supports hit-under-miss

operation and lines may be locked to allow SRAM-like oper-

ation. Thirty-two-entry fully associative translation lookaside

buffers (TLBs) that support multiple page sizes are provided

for both caches. TLB entries may also be locked. A 128-entry

branch target buffer improves branch performance a pipeline

deeper than earlier high-performance ARM designs [2], [3].

A. Pipeline Organization

To obtain high performance, the microprocessor core utilizes

a simple scalar pipeline and a high-frequency clock. In addition

to avoiding the potential power waste of a superscalar approach,

functional design and validation complexity is decreased at the

expense of circuit design effort. To avoid circuit design issues,

the pipeline partitioning balances the workload and ensures that

no one pipeline stage is tight. The main integer pipeline is seven

stages, memory operations follow an eight-stage pipeline, and

when operating in thumb mode an extra pipe stage is inserted

after the last fetch stage to convert thumb instructions into ARM

instructions. Since thumb mode instructions [11] are 16 b, two

instructions are fetched in parallel while executing thumb in-

structions. A simplified diagram of the processor pipeline is

Fig. 2. Microprocessor pipeline organization.

shown in Fig. 2, where the state boundaries are indicated by

gray. Features that allow the microarchitecture to achieve high

speed are as follows.

The shifter and ALU reside in separate stages. The ARM in-

struction set allows a shift followed by an ALU operation in a

single instruction. Previous implementations limited frequency

by having the shift and ALU in a single stage. Splitting this op-

eration reduces the critical ALU bypass path by approximately

1/3. The extra pipeline hazard introduced when an instruction is

immediately followed by one requiring that the result be shifted

is infrequent.

Decoupled Instruction Fetch.A two-instruction deep queue is

implemented between the second fetch and instruction decode

pipe stages. This allows stalls generated later in the pipe to be

deferred by one or more cycles in the earlier pipe stages, thereby

allowing instruction fetches to proceed when the pipe is stalled,

and also relieves stall speed paths in the instruction fetch and

branch prediction units.

Deferred register dependency stalls. While register depen-

dencies are checked in the RF stage, stalls due to these hazards

are deferred until the X1 stage. All the necessary operands are

then captured from result-forwarding busses as the results are

returned to the register file.

One of the major goals of the design was to minimize the en-

ergy consumed to complete a given task. Conventional wisdom

has been that shorter pipelines are more efficient due to re-

8  Stage

IF now takes 2 stages (pipelined I-cache)
ID and RF each get a stage.
ALU split over 3 stages
MEM takes 2 stages (pipelined D-cache)

Note: Some stages now 
overlap, some instructions 

take extra stages.
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Superpipelining techniques ...

Split ALU and decode logic over 
several pipeline stages.

Pipeline memory: Use more banks 
of smaller arrays, add pipeline 
stages between decoders, muxes.

Remove “rarely-used” forwarding 
networks that are on critical path.

Pipeline the wires of frequently 
used forwarding networks.

Creates stalls, affects CPI.

Also: Clocking tricks (example: use positive-edge AND negative-edge flip-flops)
8Tuesday, March 18, 14
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Recall: IBM Power Timing Closure

From “The circuit and physical design of the POWER4 microprocessor”, IBM J 
Res and Dev, 46:1, Jan 2002, J.D. Warnock et al.

“Pipeline 
engineering” 

happens 
here ...

... about 1/3 
of project 
schedule
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Byte 0-31

...

Q

Q

Q

.

.

.

A7-A0: 8-bit read address

Byte 32-63

Byte 224-255

OE

OE

OE

D
E
M
U
X

.

.

.

1

A5A6A7
{

3

Each register holds 32 bytes (256 bits)

OE --> Tri-state Q outputs!

Pipelining a 256 byte instruction memory.
Fully combinational (and slow). Only read behavior shown.

Can we add two 
pipeline stages?

256

256

256

256

32

M
U
X

3

D0-D31

A2A3A4

{

3

Data 
output 

is 32 bits

i.e. 
4 bytes
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On a chip: “Registers” become SRAM cells
4/12/04 ©UCB Spring 2004

CS152 / Kubiatowicz    
Lec19.13

° Why do computer designers need to know about RAM 
technology?

• Processor performance is usually limited by memory bandwidth

• As IC densities increase, lots of memory will fit on processor chip

- Tailor on-chip memory to specific needs

- Instruction cache

- Data cache

- Write buffer

° What makes RAM different from a bunch of flip-flops?
• Density: RAM is much denser

Random Access Memory (RAM) Technology

4/12/04 ©UCB Spring 2004
CS152 / Kubiatowicz    

Lec19.14

Static RAM Cell

6-Transistor SRAM Cell

bit bit

word
(row select)

bit bit

word

° Write:
1. Drive bit lines (bit=1, bit=0)

2.. Select row

° Read:
1. Precharge bit and bit to Vdd or Vdd/2 => make sure equal!

2.. Select row

3.  Cell pulls one line low

4. Sense amp on column detects difference between bit and bit

replaced with pullup
to save area

10

0 1

4/12/04 ©UCB Spring 2004
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Lec19.15

Typical SRAM Organization: 16-word x 4-bit

SRAM

Cell

SRAM

Cell

SRAM

Cell

SRAM

Cell

SRAM

Cell

SRAM

Cell

SRAM

Cell

SRAM

Cell

SRAM

Cell

SRAM

Cell

SRAM

Cell

SRAM

Cell

- +Sense Amp - +Sense Amp - +Sense Amp - +Sense Amp

: : : :

Word 0

Word 1

Word 15

Dout 0Dout 1Dout 2Dout 3

- +
Wr Driver &

Precharger - +
Wr Driver &

Precharger - +
Wr Driver &

Precharger - +
Wr Driver &

Precharger

A
d

d
ress D

eco
d

er
WrEn

Precharge

Din 0Din 1Din 2Din 3

A0

A1

A2

A3

Q: Which is longer:

word line or 

bit line?

4/12/04 ©UCB Spring 2004
CS152 / Kubiatowicz    

Lec19.16

° Write Enable is usually active low (WE_L)

° Din and Dout are combined to save pins:
• A new control signal, output enable (OE_L) is needed

• WE_L is asserted (Low), OE_L is disasserted (High)

- D serves as the data input pin

• WE_L is disasserted (High), OE_L is asserted (Low)

- D is the data output pin

• Both WE_L and OE_L are asserted:

- Result is unknown.  Don’t do that!!!

° Although could change VHDL to do what desire, must do 
the best with what you’ve got (vs. what you need)

A

DOE_L

2 Nwords

x  M bit

SRAM

N

M

WE_L

Logic Diagram of a Typical SRAM

Write
Driver

Write
Driver

Write
Driver

Write
Driver

Word and bit lines slow down as array grows larger! 
Architects specify number of rows and columns. 

Parallel
Data
I/O
Lines

Add muxes
here to select
subset of bits

How could we pipeline this memory? See last slide.
11Tuesday, March 18, 14



5.85 
million 
devices

 RISC CPU

0.65 
million 
devices
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IC processes are optimized for small SRAM cells

From Marvell ARM CPU paper:  90% of the 
6.5 million transistors, and 60% of the chip 
area, is devoted to cache memories.

Implication? SRAM is 6X as dense as logic.
13Tuesday, March 18, 14
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231DIGEST OF TECHNICAL PAPERS  •

ISSCC 2012 / February 21, 2012 / 1:30 PM

Figure 13.1.1: 22nm HDC and LVC Tri-gate SRAM bitcells. Figure 13.1.2: Assist circuit overview, array design and floorplan.

Figure 13.1.3: TVC-WA circuit for write VMIN enhancement.

Figure 13.1.5: Read, write, retention VMIN tradeoffs with WLUD-RA and 
TVC-WA. Figure 13.1.6: LVC array shmoo and 162Mb VMIN distribution.

Figure 13.1.4: TVC-WA operation with simulated waveforms.

13

KARL et al.: A 4.6 GHz 162 Mb SRAM DESIGN IN 22 nm TRI-GATE CMOS TECHNOLOGY WITH INTEGRATED READ AND WRITE ASSIST CIRCUITRY 151

Fig. 1. 45-degree image of 22 nm tri-gate LVC SRAM bitcell.

Fig. 2. 22 nm HDC and LVC SRAM bitcells.

low voltage, achieving low SRAM minimum operating voltage

is desirable to avoid integration, routing, and control overheads

of multiple supply domains.

In the 22 nm tri-gate technology, fin quantization eliminates
the fine-grained width tuning conventionally used to optimize
read stability and write margin and presents a challenge in

designing minimum-area SRAM bitcells constrained by fin
pitch. The 22 nm process technology includes both a high

density 0.092 m 6T SRAM bitcell (HDC) and a low voltage

0.108 m 6T SRAM bitcell (LVC) to support tradeoffs in area,

performance, and minimum operating voltage across a range

of application requirements. In Fig. 1, a 45-degree image of an

LVC tri-gate SRAM is pictured showing the thin silicon fins
wrapped on three sides by a polysilicon gate. The top-down

bitcell images in Fig. 2 illustrate that tri-gate device sizing and

minimum device dimensions are quantized by the dimensions

of each uniform silicon fin. The HDC bitcell features a 1 fin
pullup, passgate, and pulldown transistor to deliver the highest

6T SRAM density, while the LVC bitcell has a 2 fin pulldown
transistor for improved SRAM ratio (passgate to pulldown)

which enhances read stability in low voltage conditions. Bitcell

optimization via adjustment can be used to adjust the

bitcell (pullup to pulldown) and ratios for adjustments to

read and write margin, in lieu of geometric customization, but

low usage is constrained by bitcell leakage and high

Fig. 3. High density SRAM bitcell scales at 2X per technology node.

Fig. 4. 22 nm tri-gate SRAM array density scales by 1.85X with an unprece-

dented increase in performance at low voltage.

usage is limited by performance degradation at low voltage.

In the 22 nm process technology, the individual bitcell device

targets are co-optimized with the array design and integrated

assist circuits to deliver maximum yield and process margin at a

given performance target. Optical proximity correction

and resolution enhancement technologies extend the capabili-

ties of 193 nm immersion lithography to allow 54% scaling of

the bitcell topologies from the 32 nm node, as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4 shows that SRAM cell size density scaling is preserved

at the 128 kb array level and the array is capable of 2.0 GHz

operation at 625 mV—a 175 mV reduction in supply voltage

required to reach 2 GHz from the prior technology node.

III. 22 NM 128 KB SRAM MACRO DESIGN

The 162 Mb SRAM array implemented on the 22 nm SRAM

test chip is composed of a tileable 128 kb SRAM macro with

integrated read and write assist circuitry. As shown in Fig. 5,

the array macro floorplan integrates 258 bitcells per local bit-
line (BL) and 136 bitcells per local wordline (WL) to maintain

high array efficiency (71.6%) and achieve 1.85X density scaling
(7.8 Mb/mm ) over the 32 nm design [11] despite the addition

of integrated assist circuits. The macro floorplan uses a folded
bitline layout with 8:2 column multiplexing on each side of the

shared I/O column circuitry. Two redundant row elements and

two redundant column elements are integrated into the macro

to improve manufacturing yield and provide capability to repair

RAM Compilers

On average, 
30% of a 
modern logic 
chip is SRAM, 
which is 
generated by 
RAM compilers.

Compile-time
parameters set 
number of bits, 
aspect ratio, 
ports, etc.

14Tuesday, March 18, 14
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ALU: Pipelining Unsigned Multiply

Time / Space (resource) Trade-offs

• Carry select and CLA utilize more silicon to 
reduce time.

• Can we use more time to reduce silicon?

• How few FAs does it take to do addition?

Bit-serial Adder

• Addition of 2 n-bit numbers:
– takes n clock cycles,
– uses 1 FF, 1 FA cell, plus registers
– the bit streams may come from or go to other circuits, therefore

the registers may be optional.

• Requires controller
– What does the FSM look like?  Implemented?

• Final carry out?

• A, B, and R held in shift-
registers.  Shift right once 
per clock cycle.

• Reset is asserted by 
controller.

n-bit shift register

n-bit shift registers

sc

reset

R

FAFF

B

A

lsb

Announcements
• Reading: 5.8
• Regrades in with homework on Friday
• Digital Design in the news – from UCB

– Organic e-textiles (Prof. Vivek Subramanian)

Basic concept of multiplication

!"#$%&#%'()*

!"#$%&#%+,

--.-///0-12

-.--///0--2

--.-

--.-

....

--.-

3

-...---- 0-412

5(,$%(#/&,6*"'$7

• product of 2 n-bit numbers is an 2n-bit number
– sum of n n-bit partial products

• unsigned

Combinational Multiplier:
accumulation of partial products

8.

9.

8./9.

8-

9-

8-/9.

8./9-

8:

9:

8:/9.

8-/9-

8./9:

81

91

8:/9.

8:/9-

8-/9:

8./91

81/9-

8:/9:

8-/91

81/9:

8:/9181/91

;< ;= ;4 ;1 ;: ;- ;.;>

Array Multiplier

b3    0 b2    0 b1    0 b0    0

P7              P6              P5                P4

a0

0

a1

0

a2

0

a3

0

P0

P1

P2

P3

FA

bj sum in

sum out

carry
out

ai

carry
in

Each row:  n-bit adder with AND gates

What is the critical path?

Generates all n partial products simultaneously.

2/11/03 ©UCB Spring 2004
CS152 / Kubiatowicz     

Lec6.21

MIPS arithmetic instructions

° Instruction Example Meaning Comments

° add add $1,$2,$3 $1 = $2 + $3 3 operands; exception possible
° subtract sub $1,$2,$3 $1 = $2 – $3 3 operands; exception possible
° add immediate addi $1,$2,100 $1 = $2 + 100 + constant; exception possible
° add unsigned addu $1,$2,$3 $1 = $2 + $3 3 operands; no exceptions
° subtract unsigned subu $1,$2,$3 $1 = $2 – $3 3 operands; no exceptions
° add imm. unsign. addiu $1,$2,100 $1 = $2 + 100 + constant; no exceptions
° multiply mult $2,$3 Hi, Lo = $2 x $3 64-bit signed product
° multiply unsigned multu$2,$3 Hi, Lo = $2 x $3 64-bit unsigned product
° divide div $2,$3 Lo = $2 ÷ $3, Lo = quotient, Hi = remainder 
° Hi = $2 mod $3 
° divide unsigned divu $2,$3 Lo = $2 ÷ $3, Unsigned quotient & remainder 
° Hi = $2 mod $3
° Move from Hi mfhi $1 $1 = Hi Used to get copy of Hi
° Move from Lo mflo $1 $1 = Lo Used to get copy of Lo

2/11/03 ©UCB Spring 2004
CS152 / Kubiatowicz     

Lec6.22

MULTIPLY (unsigned)

° Paper and pencil example (unsigned):

Multiplicand 1000
Multiplier 1001

1000
0000

0000
1000   

Product 01001000

° m bits x n bits = m+n bit product

° Binary makes it easy:

•0 => place 0 ( 0 x multiplicand)

•1 => place a copy  ( 1 x multiplicand)

° 4 versions of multiply hardware & algorithm: 

•successive refinement

2/11/03 ©UCB Spring 2004
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Unsigned Combinational Multiplier

B0

A0A1A2A3

A0A1A2A3

A0A1A2A3

A0A1A2A3

B1

B2

B3

P0P1P2P3P4P5P6P7

0 0 0 0

° Stage i  accumulates  A * 2 i if Bi == 1

° Q: How much hardware for 32 bit multiplier? Critical path?

2/11/03 ©UCB Spring 2004
CS152 / Kubiatowicz     

Lec6.24

How does it work?

A0A1A2A3

A0A1A2A3

0 0 0 00 0 0

B0

A0A1A2A3 B1

B2

A0A1A2A3 B3

P6

° At each stage shift A left ( x 2)

° Use next bit of B to determine whether to add in shifted multiplicand

° Accumulate 2n bit partial product at each stage

P0P1P2P7 P5 P4 P3

Facts to 
remember

1011*
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Building Block:  Full-Adder Variant

CinCout

x y

z

s

1-bit signals: x, y, z, s, Cin, Cout

If z = 1, {Cout, s} <= x + y + Cin

If z = 0, {Cout, s} <= y + Cin

z: one bit of multiplier x: one bit of multiplicand

y: one bit of the “running sum”Verilog for “2-bit entity”, assign
16Tuesday, March 18, 14
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Put it together: Array computes P = A x B

2/11/03 ©UCB Spring 2004
CS152 / Kubiatowicz     

Lec6.21

MIPS arithmetic instructions

° Instruction Example Meaning Comments

° add add $1,$2,$3 $1 = $2 + $3 3 operands; exception possible
° subtract sub $1,$2,$3 $1 = $2 – $3 3 operands; exception possible
° add immediate addi $1,$2,100 $1 = $2 + 100 + constant; exception possible
° add unsigned addu $1,$2,$3 $1 = $2 + $3 3 operands; no exceptions
° subtract unsigned subu $1,$2,$3 $1 = $2 – $3 3 operands; no exceptions
° add imm. unsign. addiu $1,$2,100 $1 = $2 + 100 + constant; no exceptions
° multiply mult $2,$3 Hi, Lo = $2 x $3 64-bit signed product
° multiply unsigned multu$2,$3 Hi, Lo = $2 x $3 64-bit unsigned product
° divide div $2,$3 Lo = $2 ÷ $3, Lo = quotient, Hi = remainder 
° Hi = $2 mod $3 
° divide unsigned divu $2,$3 Lo = $2 ÷ $3, Unsigned quotient & remainder 
° Hi = $2 mod $3
° Move from Hi mfhi $1 $1 = Hi Used to get copy of Hi
° Move from Lo mflo $1 $1 = Lo Used to get copy of Lo

2/11/03 ©UCB Spring 2004
CS152 / Kubiatowicz     

Lec6.22

MULTIPLY (unsigned)

° Paper and pencil example (unsigned):

Multiplicand 1000
Multiplier 1001

1000
0000

0000
1000   

Product 01001000

° m bits x n bits = m+n bit product

° Binary makes it easy:

•0 => place 0 ( 0 x multiplicand)

•1 => place a copy  ( 1 x multiplicand)

° 4 versions of multiply hardware & algorithm: 

•successive refinement

2/11/03 ©UCB Spring 2004
CS152 / Kubiatowicz     

Lec6.23

Unsigned Combinational Multiplier

B0

A0A1A2A3

A0A1A2A3

A0A1A2A3

A0A1A2A3

B1

B2

B3

P0P1P2P3P4P5P6P7

0 0 0 0

° Stage i  accumulates  A * 2 i if Bi == 1

° Q: How much hardware for 32 bit multiplier? Critical path?

2/11/03 ©UCB Spring 2004
CS152 / Kubiatowicz     

Lec6.24

How does it work?

A0A1A2A3

A0A1A2A3

0 0 0 00 0 0

B0

A0A1A2A3 B1

B2

A0A1A2A3 B3

P6

° At each stage shift A left ( x 2)

° Use next bit of B to determine whether to add in shifted multiplicand

° Accumulate 2n bit partial product at each stage

P0P1P2P7 P5 P4 P3

0 0 0 0

z

x

y

Cout

Cout

Cout

Cout

Fully combinational implementation is slow !

To pipeline array:

Place registers 
between adder 
stages (in green).

Add registers 
to delay 
selected
A and B 
bits 
(not shown)
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Copyright © 2011, Elsevier Inc. All rights Reserved. 22

Figure C.41 The eight-stage pipeline structure of the R4000 uses pipelined instruction and data caches. The pipe stages are 
labeled and their detailed function is described in the text. The vertical dashed lines represent the stage boundaries as well as the 
location of pipeline latches. The instruction is actually available at the end of IS, but the tag check is done in RF, while the registers are 
fetched. Thus, we show the instruction memory as operating through RF. The TC stage is needed for data memory access, since we 
cannot write the data into the register until we know whether the cache access was a hit or not.

Adding pipeline stages is not enough ...
MIPS R4000: Simple 8-stage pipeline

Copyright © 2011, Elsevier Inc. All rights Reserved. 25

Figure C.52 The pipeline CPI for 10 of the SPEC92 benchmarks, assuming a perfect cache. The pipeline CPI varies from 1.2 
to 2.8. The leftmost five programs are integer programs, and branch delays are the major CPI contributor for these. The rightmost 
five programs are FP, and FP result stalls are the major contributor for these. Figure C.53 shows the numbers used to construct this 
plot.

Copyright © 2011, Elsevier Inc. All rights Reserved. 25

Figure C.52 The pipeline CPI for 10 of the SPEC92 benchmarks, assuming a perfect cache. The pipeline CPI varies from 1.2 
to 2.8. The leftmost five programs are integer programs, and branch delays are the major CPI contributor for these. The rightmost 
five programs are FP, and FP result stalls are the major contributor for these. Figure C.53 shows the numbers used to construct this 
plot.

Branch stalls are 
the main reason 

why pipeline 
CPI > 1. 

2-cycle load delay,
3-cycle branch delay.

(Appendix C, Figure C.52)
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Branch Prediction
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Add pipeline stages, reduce clock period
Seconds

Program

 Instructions

Program
= Seconds

Cycle Instruction

Cycles

1600 IEEE JOURNAL OF SOLID-STATE CIRCUITS, VOL. 36, NO. 11, NOVEMBER 2001

Fig. 1. Process SEM cross section.

The process was raised from [1] to limit standby power.

Circuit design and architectural pipelining ensure low voltage

performance and functionality. To further limit standby current

in handheld ASSPs, a longer poly target takes advantage of the

versus dependence and source-to-body bias is used

to electrically limit transistor in standby mode. All core

nMOS and pMOS transistors utilize separate source and bulk

connections to support this. The process includes cobalt disili-

cide gates and diffusions. Low source and drain capacitance, as

well as 3-nm gate-oxide thickness, allow high performance and

low-voltage operation.

III. ARCHITECTURE

The microprocessor contains 32-kB instruction and data

caches as well as an eight-entry coalescing writeback buffer.

The instruction and data cache fill buffers have two and four

entries, respectively. The data cache supports hit-under-miss

operation and lines may be locked to allow SRAM-like oper-

ation. Thirty-two-entry fully associative translation lookaside

buffers (TLBs) that support multiple page sizes are provided

for both caches. TLB entries may also be locked. A 128-entry

branch target buffer improves branch performance a pipeline

deeper than earlier high-performance ARM designs [2], [3].

A. Pipeline Organization

To obtain high performance, the microprocessor core utilizes

a simple scalar pipeline and a high-frequency clock. In addition

to avoiding the potential power waste of a superscalar approach,

functional design and validation complexity is decreased at the

expense of circuit design effort. To avoid circuit design issues,

the pipeline partitioning balances the workload and ensures that

no one pipeline stage is tight. The main integer pipeline is seven

stages, memory operations follow an eight-stage pipeline, and

when operating in thumb mode an extra pipe stage is inserted

after the last fetch stage to convert thumb instructions into ARM

instructions. Since thumb mode instructions [11] are 16 b, two

instructions are fetched in parallel while executing thumb in-

structions. A simplified diagram of the processor pipeline is

Fig. 2. Microprocessor pipeline organization.

shown in Fig. 2, where the state boundaries are indicated by

gray. Features that allow the microarchitecture to achieve high

speed are as follows.

The shifter and ALU reside in separate stages. The ARM in-

struction set allows a shift followed by an ALU operation in a

single instruction. Previous implementations limited frequency

by having the shift and ALU in a single stage. Splitting this op-

eration reduces the critical ALU bypass path by approximately

1/3. The extra pipeline hazard introduced when an instruction is

immediately followed by one requiring that the result be shifted

is infrequent.

Decoupled Instruction Fetch.A two-instruction deep queue is

implemented between the second fetch and instruction decode

pipe stages. This allows stalls generated later in the pipe to be

deferred by one or more cycles in the earlier pipe stages, thereby

allowing instruction fetches to proceed when the pipe is stalled,

and also relieves stall speed paths in the instruction fetch and

branch prediction units.

Deferred register dependency stalls. While register depen-

dencies are checked in the RF stage, stalls due to these hazards

are deferred until the X1 stage. All the necessary operands are

then captured from result-forwarding busses as the results are

returned to the register file.

One of the major goals of the design was to minimize the en-

ergy consumed to complete a given task. Conventional wisdom

has been that shorter pipelines are more efficient due to re-

Q. Could adding pipeline stages 
hurt the CPI for an application?

ARM XScale
8 stages

CPI Problem Possible Solution

Taken branches 
cause longer 

stalls
Branch prediction, 

loop unrolling

Cache misses 
take more 

clock cycles

Larger caches, 
add prefetch 

opcodes to ISA

A. Yes, due to these problems:
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I1:
I2:
I3:
I4:
I5:

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8Time:
Inst

I6:

Recall: Control hazards ...

D

PC

Q

+

0x4

Addr Data

Instr

Mem

IR IR

IF (Fetch) ID (Decode) EX (ALU)

IR IR

MEM WB

BEQ R4,R3,25

SUB R1,R9,R8
AND R6,R5,R4

I1:
I2:
I3:

Sample Program
(ISA w/o branch 
delay slot) IF ID

IF
EX
ID
IF

MEM WB
EX stage 

computes if 
branch is 

taken

If branch is taken, these 
instructions MUST NOT 

complete!

We avoiding stalling by (1) adding a branch delay slot, 
and (2) adding comparator to ID stage

If we add more early stages, we must stall.
I-Cache
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I1:
I2:
I3:
I4:
I5:

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8Time:
Inst

I6:

D

PC

Q

+

0x4

Addr Data

Instr

Mem

IR IR

IF (Fetch) ID (Decode) EX (ALU)

IR IR

MEM WB

IF ID
IF

EX
ID
IF

MEM WB
EX stage 

computes if 
branch is 

taken

If we predicted incorrectly, 
these instructions MUST NOT 

complete!

We update the PC based on the outputs of the branch 
predictor.  If it is perfect, pipe stays full!

Dynamic Predictors: a cache of branch history
I-Cache

Solution: Branch prediction ...

A control 
instr?

Taken 
or Not 
Taken?

If taken, 
where to? 
What PC?

Branch 
Predictor

Predictions
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0b0110[...]01001000

2 state 
bits

Branch 
History Table 

(BHT)target address
Branch Target Buffer (BTB)

PC + 4 + Loop

30-bit address tag

0b0110[...]0010

Address of branch instruction

Drawn 
as fully 

associative 
to focus 

on the 
essentials. 

In real 
designs, 
always
direct-

mapped.
At EX stage, 

update BTB/BHT, 
kill instructions, 

if necessary,

Branch instruction
BNEZ R1 Loop

“Taken” or
“Not Taken”

“Taken” 
Address

30 bits

=

=

=

=

“Hit”

4096 
entries ...

Branch predictors cache branch history
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Branch predictor: direct-mapped version

0b011[..]010[..]100  BNEZ R1 Loop

Update 
BHT/BTB  
for next 

time,
once
true

behavior 
known 

target address
Branch Target Buffer (BTB)

“Taken” 
Address

PC + 4 + Loop

18-bit address tag

0b011[...]01

Address of BNEZ instruction

=

Hit

18 bits

80-90% 
accurate

Must check prediction, kill instruction if needed.

As in real-life ... direct-mapped ...

“Taken” or
“Not Taken”

Branch 
History Table 

(BHT)

12 bits 4096 
BTB/BHT 

entries
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Simple (”2-bit”) Branch History Table Entry

D Q

Prediction for next branch. 
(1 = take, 0 = not take) 

Initialize to 0.

BNE R4,R0,loop
SUBI R4,R4,-1loop:

This branch taken 10 times, then not 
taken once (end of loop). The next time we 
enter the loop, we would like to predict 
“take” the first time through.

ADDI R4,R0,11

We do not change the prediction the first time it is incorrect. Why?

D Q

Was last prediction correct? 
(1 = yes, 0 = no) 
Initialize to 1.

Set to 1 if prediction bit was correct.
Set to 0 if prediction bit was incorrect.

Set to 1 if prediction bit flips.

Flip bit if prediction is not 
correct and “last predict 

correct” bit is 0.

After we “check” 
prediction ...
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“80-90% accurate”

Copyright © 2011, Elsevier Inc. All rights Reserved. 12

Figure C.19 Prediction accuracy of a 4096-entry 2-bit prediction buffer for the SPEC89 benchmarks. The misprediction rate for 
the integer benchmarks (gcc, espresso, eqntott, and li) is substantially higher (average of 11%) than that for the floating-point 
programs (average of 4%). Omitting the floating-point kernels (nasa7, matrix300, and tomcatv) still yields a higher accuracy for the 
FP benchmarks than for the integer benchmarks. These data, as well as the rest of the data in this section, are taken from a branch- 
prediction study done using the IBM Power architecture and optimized code for that system. See Pan, So, and Rameh [1992]. 
Although these data are for an older version of a subset of the SPEC benchmarks, the newer benchmarks are larger and would show 
slightly worse behavior, especially for the integer benchmarks.

4096-entry 
2-bit 

predictor

Figure C.19
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Branch Prediction: Trust, but verify ...

rd1

RegFile

rd2

WE
wd

rs1

rs2

ws

Ext

IR IR IR

B

A

Instr Fetch Decode & Reg Fetch Execute

Addr Data

Instr

Mem
I-Cache

D Q

PC

+4

Branch 
Taken/Not Taken

Branch 
Predictor 
and BTB

Predictions

32A

L

U

32

32

op

Y

B
P

B
P

If taken, 
where to? 
What PC?

Prediction info --> Prediction info -->

Note instruction type 
and branch target. 
Pass to next stage.

Check all predictions.
Take actions if needed 

(kill instructions, 
update predictor).

Logic

A branch 
instr?

Taken 
or Not 
Taken?

Predicted PC
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Flowchart 
control 
for
dynamic 
branch 
prediction.

Copyright © 2011, Elsevier Inc. All rights Reserved. 9

Figure 3.22 The steps involved in handling an instruction with a branch-target buffer. 

Figure 3.22
28Tuesday, March 18, 14



Spatial Predictors

C code snippet:

After 
compilation:

b1

b2

b3

b3

b2

b1

We want to 
predict 
this branch.

Idea: Devote hardware to four 
2-bit predictors for BEQZ branch.

P2: Use if b1 taken, b2 not taken.
P1: Use if b1 and b2 not taken.

P3: Use if b1 not taken, b2 taken.
P4: Use if b1 and b2 taken.

b1

b2

Can b1 and b2 help us predict it?

Track the current taken/not-taken 
status of b1 and b2, and use it to 
choose from P1 ... P4 for BEQZ ...How?
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Branch History Register: Tracks global history

rd1

RegFile

rd2

WE
wd

rs1

rs2

ws

Ext

IR IR IR

B

A

Instr Fetch Decode & Reg Fetch

Addr Data

Instr

Mem
I-Cache

D Q

PC

+4

Br
an
ch
 

Ta
ke
n/
No
t 
Ta
ke
n

Branch 
Predictor 
and BTB

Predictions

Logic
B
P

32A

L

U

32

32

op

Y

A branch 
instr?

Taken 
or Not 
Taken?

If taken, 
where to? 
What PC?

Predicted PC

Prediction 
info -->

D Q D Q

WE WE

Branch History 
Register

Shift register. Holds taken/not-taken 
status of last 2 branches.

We choose which predictor to 
use (and update) based on the 

Branch History Register.
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Spatial branch predictor (BTB, tag not shown)
0b0110[...]01001000  BEQZ R3 L3

2 state 
bits

P1

2 state 
bits

P2

2 state 
bits

P3

2 state 
bits

P4
Branch History Tables

Detects 
patterns in:

code.

Yeh and Patt,
1992.

95% 
accurate

Map 
PC to 
index

WE

“Taken” or “Not Taken”
Mux to choose “which branch predictor”D Q

WE

Branch 
History 
Register

D Q (aa==2) 
branch

(bb==2) 
branch

For (aa!= bb)  branch
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Performance

One BHT 
(4096 entries)

4096 vs 
1024? Fair 

comparison,
 matches total 

# of bits)

Spatial 
(4 BHTs, 
each with 
1024 
entries)

95% 
accurate

Figure 3.3

For more details on 
branch prediction:
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Predict 
function 
returns by 
stacking 
call info

Copyright © 2011, Elsevier Inc. All rights Reserved. 10

Figure 3.24 Prediction accuracy for a return address buffer operated as a stack on a number of SPEC CPU95 
benchmarks. The accuracy is the fraction of return addresses predicted correctly. A buffer of 0 entries implies that 
the standard branch prediction is used. Since call depths are typically not large, with some exceptions, a modest 
buffer works well. These data come from Skadron et al. [1999] and use a fix-up mechanism to prevent corruption of 
the cached return addresses.

The Power5 scans fetched instructions for
branches (BP stage), and if it finds a branch,
predicts the branch direction using three
branch history tables shared by the two
threads. Two of the BHTs use bimodal and
path-correlated branch prediction mecha-
nisms to predict branch directions.6,7 The
third BHT predicts which of these prediction
mechanisms is more likely to predict the cor-

rect direction.7 If the fetched instructions con-
tain multiple branches, the BP stage can pre-
dict all the branches at the same time. In
addition to predicting direction, the Power5
also predicts the target of a taken branch in
the current cycle’s eight-instruction group. In
the PowerPC architecture, the processor can
calculate the target of most branches from the
instruction’s address and offset value. For
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MP ISS RF EA DC WB Xfer

MP ISS RF EX WB Xfer

MP ISS RF EX WB Xfer

MP ISS RF

XferF6

Group formation and
instruction decode

Instruction fetch

Branch redirects

Interrupts and flushes

WB

Fmt

D1 D2 D3 Xfer GD

BPIC
CP

D0

IF

Branch
pipeline

Load/store
pipeline

Fixed-point
pipeline

Floating-
point pipeline

Out-of-order processing

Figure 3. Power5 instruction pipeline (IF = instruction fetch, IC = instruction cache, BP = branch predict, D0 = decode stage
0, Xfer = transfer, GD = group dispatch, MP = mapping, ISS = instruction issue, RF = register file read, EX = execute, EA =
compute address, DC = data caches, F6 = six-cycle floating-point execution pipe, Fmt = data format, WB = write back, and
CP = group commit).

Shared by two threads Thread 0 resources Thread 1 resources

LSU0
FXU0

LSU1

FXU1

FPU0

FPU1

BXU

CRL

Dynamic
instruction
selection

Thread
priority

Group formation
Instruction decode

Dispatch

Shared-
register

mappers

Read
shared-

register files

Shared
issue

queues

Shared
execution

units

Alternate

Branch prediction 

Instruction
cache

Instruction
translation

Program
counter
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Return
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Target
cache

Data
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Data
Translation

L2
cache

Data
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Data
translation

Instruction
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Group
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Figure 4. Power5 instruction data flow (BXU = branch execution unit and CRL = condition register logical execution unit).Figure 3.24
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Hardware limits to superpipelining?

Francois Labonte

flabonte@stanford.edu 4/23/2003 Stanford University

Cycle in FO4
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Thanks to Francois Labonte, Stanford

FO4
Delays

Historical
limit:
about

12 FO4s

CPU Clock Periods
1985-2005

MIPS 2000
5 stages 

Pentium 4
20 stages 

Pentium Pro
10 stages 

*

Power wall:
Intel Core Duo 
has 14 stages

FO4: How many fanout-of-4 inverter 
delays in the clock period.
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PROCESSORS

1

CPU DB: Recording  
Microprocessor History 

With this open database, you can mine microprocessor trends over the past 40 years.

Andrew Danowitz, Kyle Kelley, James Mao, John P. Stevenson, Mark Horowitz, Stanford University 

In November 1971, Intel introduced the world’s first single-chip microprocessor, the Intel 4004. 
It had 2,300 transistors, ran at a clock speed of up to 740 KHz, and delivered 60,000 instructions 
per second while dissipating 0.5 watts. The following four decades witnessed exponential growth 
in compute power, a trend that has enabled applications as diverse as climate modeling, protein 
folding, and computing real-time ballistic trajectories of angry birds. Today’s microprocessor chips 
employ billions of transistors, include multiple processor cores on a single silicon die, run at clock 
speeds measured in gigahertz, and deliver more than 4 million times the performance of the original 
4004. 

Where did these incredible gains come from? This article sheds some light on this question by 
introducing CPU DB (cpudb.stanford.edu), an open and extensible database collected by Stanford’s 
VLSI (very large-scale integration) Research Group over several generations of processors (and 
students). We gathered information on commercial processors from 17 manufacturers and placed it 
in CPU DB, which now contains data on 790 processors spanning the past 40 years.

In addition, we provide a methodology to separate the effect of technology scaling from 
improvements on other frontiers (e.g., architecture and software), allowing the comparison of 
machines built in different technologies. To demonstrate the utility of this data and analysis, we use 
it to decompose processor improvements into contributions from the physical scaling of devices, and 
from improvements in microarchitecture, compiler, and software technologies. 

AN OPEN REPOSITORY OF PROCESSOR SPECS
While information about current processors is easy to find, it is rarely arranged in a manner that is 
useful to the research community. For example, the data sheet may contain the processor’s power, 
voltage, frequency, and cache size, but not the pipeline depth or the technology minimum feature 
size. Even then, these specifications often fail to tell the full story: a laptop processor operates over a 
range of frequencies and voltages, not just the 2 GHz shown on the box label. 

Not surprisingly, specification data gets harder to find the older the processor becomes, 
especially for those that are no longer made, or worse, whose manufacturers no longer exist. We 
have been collecting this type of data for three decades and are now releasing it in the form of an 
open repository of processor specifications. The goal of CPU DB is to aggregate detailed processor 
specifications into a convenient form and to encourage community participation, both to leverage 
this information and to keep it accurate and current. CPU DB (cpudb. stanford.edu)  is populated 
with desktop, laptop, and server processors, for which we use SPEC13 as our performance-measuring 
tool. In addition, the database contains limited data on embedded cores, for which we are using 
the CoreMark benchmark for performance.5 With time and help from the community, we hope to 
extend the coverage of embedded processors in the database. 
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While information about current processors is easy to find, it is rarely arranged in a manner that is 
useful to the research community. For example, the data sheet may contain the processor’s power, 
voltage, frequency, and cache size, but not the pipeline depth or the technology minimum feature 
size. Even then, these specifications often fail to tell the full story: a laptop processor operates over a 
range of frequencies and voltages, not just the 2 GHz shown on the box label. 

Not surprisingly, specification data gets harder to find the older the processor becomes, 
especially for those that are no longer made, or worse, whose manufacturers no longer exist. We 
have been collecting this type of data for three decades and are now releasing it in the form of an 
open repository of processor specifications. The goal of CPU DB is to aggregate detailed processor 
specifications into a convenient form and to encourage community participation, both to leverage 
this information and to keep it accurate and current. CPU DB (cpudb. stanford.edu)  is populated 
with desktop, laptop, and server processors, for which we use SPEC13 as our performance-measuring 
tool. In addition, the database contains limited data on embedded cores, for which we are using 
the CoreMark benchmark for performance.5 With time and help from the community, we hope to 
extend the coverage of embedded processors in the database. 
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F04 Delays Per Cycle for Processor Designs

FO4 delay per cycle is roughly proportional to the amount of computation completed per cycle.
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On Tuesday

We turn our focus to memory system design ...

Have a good weekend!
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